1. Introduction, notation and definitions. Let (S.', stf) be a space with a a-field, let Jt be a family of probability measures on sí, (3Cn, jut") the «th product space and a-field, and let Xx,. ..,Xn be independent identically distributed observations according to some measure P g Jt, P" being the nth product measure. Let 0 be a topological space which is homeomorphic to a subset of [0,1]°°, h being the homeomorphism, and let p be a metric on [0,1]°° of the form CO P(x,y)= £ 2-"'\xm-ym\, m = \ where xm, ym are coordinates of x, y respectively. Let d>*: P -» </>*(P) be a function defined on^with values in 0, and <f> = h ° <f>*, <p: Jt -» ([0, l]00, p). LeCam and Schwartz [1960] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of uniformly consistent estimates of <p(P) in terms of the uniform continuity of <j> with respect to a uniform structure U = U"t/", where each Un consists of vicinities of the form {(P,Q): sup^^/Z/P" -ffjdQ"\ < 1 for /,,...,/, bounded measurable functions on the product space (3Cn, s/")}. The same uniform structure has been used by Pfanzagl [1968] and Moché [1977] . Under the above set-up we will explain why it is natural to consider the uniform structure U and we will offer a theorem on the existence of estimates. In our effort to relax the hypothesis of homeomorphism of 0 with [0,1]°° our estimator will take values in an abstract space. Terminology and results under this set-up concerning measurability (strong and weak), convergence (almost sure and almost uniform) and Bochner integration can be found in Hille and Phillips [1957, § §3.5 and 3.7] . For the notion of uniform structure the reader is referred to Choquet [1969, Chapter 2, §5] . For a deep insight on consistency questions, we suggest the remarkable paper of Kraft [1955] .
2. A note on the LeCam-Schwartz set-up.
Lemma 1. Assume <j> is uniformly consistently estimable by Tn. Then for every e > 0 there exist positive integers n = n(e), K = K(e) and I = 1(e), and measurable sets B".B"
of the nth product a-fieldsé" such that p(<t>(P),4,(Q)) ^e + K-sup{|P"(5/) -Q"{Bf)\; 1 <-j ^ /(e)}.
Proof. We will use the triangular inequality and then Jensen's inequality,
(1) p(<p(P),cb(Q)) < p(<t>(P), EP"T") + p(EP"Tn, EQ"Tn) + p{EQ"Tn,4>(Q)) < EP"p(4>(P), T") + p{EP"Tn, EQ"Tn) + EQ"p(T", <p(Q))
2-e-+p(EP"T,l,EQ"Tn) for every n > «(e) by uniform convergence of Tn to <¡>(P). For the rest of the proof let n = n(e). Consider The wth term of the sum in (3) becomes 2e '"<*)
.
Letting Arm(e) = E;-(iV,,ml and repeating the same argument for all m g {1.m0) in (3) we get m0 p(E,,Tn,EQ"Tn)<E-+ £i-*.J
By letting tf(e) = E^l"*W"(e), /(e) = ES-iW«) and replacing in (1) we get
The above lemma shows that giving Jt the uniform structure consisting of vicinities of the form {(P, Q): sup{|P"(^;) -Q"(A"i)\\ 1 <;</}< e} for / g W+, n g A/+, e > 0, is the natural way for associating uniform convergence in probability of TH with the uniform continuity of <¡>: Jt -> ([0, 1]°°, p).
It is now easy to see that these vicinities give rise to the same uniform structure U as those in the introduction. (1) => (2). Since </> is uniformly continuous, for every e > 0 there is 0(e) > 0, m = m(e) > 0, « = «(e) > 0 and sets £(",... ,B™ 'vc\stfm such that if sup{|Pm(5,m) -Q"'(Br)\\ 1 < i < «} < 0(e), then p(à>(P),d>(Q)) < e.
From this, for every P,Q such that p(<i>(P), <p(Q)) > e it is necessary that sup{|P"'(fi,m) -Qm(BD\; 1 « i < «} > «(e).
Going to the statement it is required to prove: Note that for every e > 0 either p(4>(P), <t>(Q)) < e or p(4>(P), <b(Q)) > e. Consider all sets of the form {{x: dP¡(x)/dp > dPj(x)/dp) for 1 < ; < j < k] and call them Bx,..., Bn. Consider now Vc/5XB¡.B = {(P, Q): sup{|P(B,) -Q(B,)\; 1 < i < n) < e/5}. Let P, Q g Ve/iXB B. We will prove ||P -Q\\, < e. Using the triangular inequality we get \\P -ölk '0-PL, + \\P, -PjiLl + ¡Pj -Q\\ < y + |fi -Pj\\Lx <y+ sup{|P(fi/)-Ô(fi,)|;l <i'<n) <e.
(A) =» (B). To prove now that Jt is Lrtotally bounded, it suffices to prove that for every e > 0 there exist P,,... ,P, in Jt such that inf(||P -P,||; 1 </'</}< e for every P in Jt.
Fix e > 0. Since <i>* is uniformly continuous for that e there exist 8(e), m(e) and P"... ,B," in^"'<E) such that if (P, Q) g VS(e)m{e)B¡.B , then ||**(P) -**(g)|| = \\P ~ Oil/. < E-By Lemma 3, U is precompact so for VS(e) m(e) B¡ B there exist P,.P, such that^=Ui = 1{P: sup{|Pm<E)(£,) -Pkm{c)(B-)\; 1 <'/" <«} < 6(e)}.
From this it follows that inf{||P -P,||L ; 1 < ; < /} < e for every P g Jt'.
Lemma 5. Assume now that Jt is Lx-separable, <¡>*: (Jt, U) -» (<f>*(Jt), \\ ■ \\L), and p is a dominating measure existing by Lx-separability assumption. The following propositions are equivalent:
(B)JtisL x-totally bounded.
(C) (a) There exists a uniformly consistent estimator for <t>*(P) with values in (p*(Jt), (b) for every e > 0 there exists a 8(e) > 0 such that if p(A) < 8(e), then sup{P(A); P ^Jt) < e.
Proof. (B) => (C). We will first prove (b)
. Fix e > 0. For e/2 there exist PX,...,P" in Jt such that inffJP -Pi\\L ; Ï <i < ■«}'< e/2 for every P in Jt. By absolute continuity of Px,...,Pn with respect top there is a ô(e) > 0 such that if p(A) < 8(e), then sup{ P¡(A); 1 ^ ;< «} < e/2. Consider now P g "#. Then PM) = P(A) -P,(A) + Pt(Á)<ÜP -P,|L, + P,(A) < e/2 + e/2 = e, where P, is the center of the Lrball of radius e/2 containing P and this holds for every A g jafsuch that n(A) < 8(e) and for every P in Jt.
We now prove (a) by constructing a uniformly consistent minimum distance estimator.
Let an be a sequence of numbers such that ax ¡» a2 > • • • > a" > • • ■ 3* 0 tending to 0. Since^ is L,-totally bounded for every an, there is an a "-dense subset of measures Px,..., PN(a ) in Jt. Let ={{-fw>S^}'1^<^^)}-By applying the triangular inequality, we have then that for every P, Q in Jt, \\P -ßll/., < 4a" + 2sup{|P(^l) -Q(A)\;A g J^}.
Let Xx,...,Xk be independent identically distributed observations from P e Jt and pk(A) = {Y.'¡=xIA(Xi) the empirical measure indexed by A G j/. Define an estimator^. We claim that ||P¿ -P||L -» 0 as k tends to infinity in P*-probability. By construction, ||P, -PH., < 4an + 2sup{|P,U) -P(A)\;A G jr J <4a" + 2sup{|p,(^)-P,(^)|;/l GjrJ <5a"
for A: > /C(a", a" + 1) with high probability. Q.E.D.
(C) => (B). By Lemma 4 it is enough to prove (C) => (A), i.e. we will prove that d>* is uniformly continuous.
By assumption there is a uniformly consistent estimator Tn of 4>*(P) taking values in <j)*(Jt). So for every «, there is P" in Jt such that Tn = <j>*(Pn). By uniform consistency we will then have (4) sup{£P"||r" -<|>*(P)||; P g^} = sup{EP"\\P" -P||Li; Pel}-0 as n tends to infinity.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Fix e > 0 and consider lk>*( p)-**(e)ll = \\p -elk < ||P -EP"P"\\Li + \\EP"P" -EQ"Pn\\Li + \\EQ"Pn -Q\\Li < EP"\\P -PJL, +\\EP"Pn -EQ"Pn\\Li + EQ"\\P" -ßlk <2e+\\EP.Pn-EQ.P"\\L for all « ^ «(e) by (4). Let « = «(e) for the rest of the proof. Observe now that P" takes values in the space Jt which is Lrseparable. By separability there exists a dominating measure p. Also strong measurability is equivalent to weak measurability (so we do not have any measurability problems) and there exist sets A" in sf, i = 1,2,..., such that ||P" -YffLJ^P/W^ < e a.e. p", with {P,}, 1 < / < «, being the countable dense subset oîJt.
So we finally have (5) (#•(/») -**(ß)f« 4« + Er I l#P, -EQ" £ IA,,P,
As we know, EJli/^P, = limk_00Y.*_xIA,,Pi in Lx, p" a.s. and the convergence is almost uniform p", so for ô(e) > 0 there exists Ee in j/" such that p"(Ee) < 8(e) and for K = K(e) big enough \\T.°txIA,,P, -If_1//j;,P,||Li < e for all x in X" -Et.
We will try now to evaluate the right-hand side of (5):
EP" £ IA,,P, -EP" £ IA,;P, f £ 1A;P, -E I*;P, \dP" + j £ IA,P, -E IA»P, dP"
•%\/ = i i-i / Jar"-t-,\i = i , = i / < 2P"(£t) + e • P"(St" -E,) < 3e.
Repeating the same type of calculation for EQ,,YffLxIA.<P, and replacing in (5), we get ||<p*(P)-**(Ô)||<10e + k k
EP" E ia?p, -EQ" £ IA,,P, (C) (a) There exists a uniformly consistent estimator for <¡>*(P) with values in <b*(Jt), (b) for every e > 0 there exists a 8(e) > 0 such that for every A in s/: p(A) < 8(e), sup{P(A); P Gjt} < e.
Remark. This theorem shows that in the case that Jt is uniformly dominated every uniformly consistent estimator in Lx can be achieved through minimum distance. On the other hand the condition of uniform domination is not a necessary condition for the existence of uniformly consistent estimates in Lx as the example of families of densities satisfying the Hoeffding-Wolfowitz [1958] condition shows.
